


Amplifiers

 
A New generation of high-end Amplification but with a 
modern build, functionality, and style, by Alexander Vitus.

Alexander Vitus, son of Hans-Ole Vitus, brings us a Alexander Vitus, son of Hans-Ole Vitus, brings us a 
compact, version of the beefy high-end amplifiers.  But with 
a minimalistic and modern build, functionality, and style.  A 
new solution of amplification has arrived for the new 

generation and new lifestyle.

Pre One (Analog)
Pre Two (Analog + Digital + Streaming)
Power One (Stereo, 200W, Balanced Input + Output)
Power Two  (Stereo, 200W, Balanced Input)
Mono One (Mono, 250W, Balanced Input + Output)
Integrated One Mk. II (200W) 

All models are constructed from the same chassis.    All models are constructed from the same chassis.    

Alluxity offers four standard finish options of White, 
Charchole gray, Black, and Copper Orange.  Custome 
colors are available and encouraged.  

 US Distribution Only.

Contemporary Amplification

Uniform Compact Design



Electronics

The result: a faithful transcription of the artist’s 
message, rich, detailed and dynamic, with a lively 
presence that fully restores the emotion of the 

concert.

Entirely in-house developed. 
In order to guarantee the highest quality standards, In order to guarantee the highest quality standards, 
their production is performed in France by carefully 
selected local suppliers.  The final assembly is 
carried out by ourselves in our workshop, including all 

software development.

To remain at the cutting edge of technology and with 
a commitment to sustainable design, our products 
have been engineered to be upgradable. These 
updates will be available to current users once new 
options or enhancements are made available.

Available in two series, the Refence and One series Available in two series, the Refence and One series 
with several AMP, DAC and DPR models available  in 
each series as well as a Reference Mono Amp 
model. 

Made in France

US and Canada Distribution

Streaming Romance



Loudspeakers

Chario’s prerogative has always been to put the music in the center, delivering a 
sound quality as close to a live performance as possible, out of any interpretation, 
leaving space only to what counts, music and emotions.
 
Research and development have been the guiding principe on which Chario has Research and development have been the guiding principe on which Chario has 
been developed.  Applying sensory perception and psychoacoustics, Chario’s 
proprietary technology along with natural materials sustained from Italy, Chario 
ensures quality never falls short of absolute beauty and perfection.  

Assembled with careful attention to the smallest detail.  Each component is designed 

directly by Chario, according to our meticulous standards.  Expertise, technical 

preparation and high-quality materials guarantee reliability over time.

Chario wants to surprise those who choose her products by combining a classic 

design with over 40 years of acoustic and psychoacoustic research.  Continuing to 

convey the values that have always distinguished Chario.

Chario’'s prerogative has always been to put the music in the center, delivering a Chario’'s prerogative has always been to put the music in the center, delivering a 

sound quality as close to a live performance as possible, out of any interpretation, 

leaving space only to what counts, music and emotions.

US and Canada Distribution

Acadamy

“Once again, the music and speaker became one, 

in texture, timbre, and musical intent.”

-Julie Mullins, Stereophile Magazine

Since 1975, pure handcrafted
High Fidelity

Constellation

Aviator



Sound Isolation Solutions

The best reduction of unwanted resonances and vibration control for large mass loads.  
Supported additionally by soft suspension, anti-vibration system between top and bottom 

shelves and ceramic feet mounted under each shelf.

Ceramic Disc Footers
Four ceramic feet under each shelf for the best separation of each shelf and audio component.  
Vibration control and reduction of unwanted resonances.  There are three ceramic balls inside 
each foot allowing for individual leveling.  Made with high-grade and CNC machines parts.

Exclusive, Hand Finished Shelves
• Sandwich construction of precisely CNC Machined 76mm thick top 
and 25mm bottom shelves
• 480x440x125mm standard size.  Custom sizes available upon 
request up to 2000x600mm
• Available in roughly 100 different matte and high gloss hand finished • Available in roughly 100 different matte and high gloss hand finished 
wood veneers
• Strong and stiff shelving for small and heavy loads

Full Range of Sound Isolation Solutions
Shelving platforms and ceramic feet are available separately from Rack Shelving platforms and ceramic feet are available separately from Rack 
configurations.  Several Platforms and footing options are available.  
Please visit www.Monarch-systems.com/Franc to see the full catalog of 
available Rack, Platform and footer models and configurations.  
Heavy-duty cable Stands are also available in a variety of finish options.   

All Franc Audio Accessories are available in a range of standard All Franc Audio Accessories are available in a range of standard 
finishes and custom color and wood veneers upon request.  Your ability 
to customize and create the most unique audio displays are endless 
with Franc!

Made in Poland

US and Canada Distribution

Anti-Vibration Soft Suspension System

Racks
PLATFORMS

FOOTERS



Audio Accesories

All Royal Crown cables use our new Hexagon 
construction, previously only seen in Siltech’s 
flagship Royal Triple Crown Power cable. It allows 
for greater symmetry from every angle and more 
efficient wire handling for the lowest electromagnetic 
interference. Siltech’s dual-layer insulation of 
DuPont Kapton and Teflon combined with the 
Hexagon’s air insulation and wide-range shielding 
results in the lowest inductance and capacitance.

Classic Legend offers three different models 
within the series: 380, 680, and 880. The line 
includes interconnects, speaker, and power 
cables. The new G9 silver-gold conductors, the 
revolutionary 3-layer high-tech insulation together 
with the improved super silent shielding increase 
the already superior quality that audiophiles have 

come to expect from Siltech cables.come to expect from Siltech cables.

 
All of these innovations result in a superbly resolved All of these innovations result in a superbly resolved 
sound with a smooth, balanced tonality and exceptional 
stereo imaging properties. Using technology trickled 
down from the flagship Crown range, the Classic Legend 
series outperforms previous Classic cables in technical 
measurements by 2.5 times. Legends are timeless and 
these cables are no exception. Investing in these cables 
will bring you legendary performance for years to come.will bring you legendary performance for years to come.

Since 1983, our research has driven the development of the 
finest interconnects, speaker cables and power leads that 
money can buy. Silver was chosen to achieve this rarefied level 
of performance, due to its excellent signal transfer 
characteristics.

Siltech’s superior metallurgy and innovative precision construction 
techniques underpin the exceptional sound of our designs – which now 
extend to state-of-the-art amplification and loudspeakers. Our emphasis on 
engineering delivers superlative sound. 

US and Canada Distribution

Superior Cables

Classic Legend

METALLURGY
Siltech is at the forefront of metallurgical 
science. They lead the audio world in 
the technical performance and sound 

quality of conductors.



Audio Accesories

Weighing in at a hefty 985 grams, the TC-40 stabilizes the rotation of your turntable’s platter 
while also damping the platter using a system of high-mass loading. Beautifully precision 
machined out of a solid billet of stainless steel that’s been sandwiched between layers of real 
carbon fiber, the TC-40 lowers the resonant mechanical playback noise floor of your turntable. 
This means you’ll hear more of the music you cherish while at the same time stabilizing your 
’table’s inertial platter speed. And since the TC-40 is a weight and not a screw-on clamp, it uses 
gravity to achieve the same weight on every record instead of the varying pressure associated 

with a clamp that may not be screwed on with exactly the same torque each time..

Ultra Carbon offers Record Clamps, Sound Isolation Footers and Platforms.  Made in Poland.  
Custom finishes available.

US and Canada Distribution

AnalogMagik is a turntable cartridge calibration software system that 
assists in improving turntable cartridge setup and accuracy. Using the 
AnalogMagik high-quality USB phono sound card and a turntable setup 
protractor to visually guide you through every step of a turntable and 
cartridge’s alignment.  It offers a scientific and repeatable method of 
calibrating every cartridge setup parameter, including:

• Turntable Speed
• Channel Balance
• Azimuth / Vertical Tracking Angle / Stylus Raking Angle using 1 test track
• Adjusting alignment to account for Zenith Angle imperfections
• Anti-Skating
• Optimizing Phono Stage Loading
• Optimizing Phono Stage Gain Setting• Optimizing Phono Stage Gain Setting
• Vertical Tracking Force
• Measuring Vibrations
• Determining Resonance Frequencies
• AES Wow & Flutter

Made in Canada.  US and Canada Distribution

Record Clamp

Monarch Exclusive

Calibration



16 Inverness Place E., Building B, Englewood, CO 80112

www.Monarch-Systems.com

info@Monarch-Systems.com

(720) 399-0072

If you are interested in becoming a partner with Monarch for any of the brands we carry, 

plase reach out to our office at info@monarch-systems.com or (720) 399-0072
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